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Abstract
This study aims to investigate the impact of shape on identity and
fortune in the journey of Lucius’s quest. Shape, as a personal persona (mask),
means something unique, distinctive, and particular to individuals. It can
symbolize personal identity and multiple social roles at the same time. Shape,
an action-system for man to sustain a coherent sense of self-identity, functions
as one major means to differentiate one person from the other. It is
indispensable to own a recognizable shape for a man to develop his sense of
identity and self-image.
Lucius’s lack of self-restraints on curiosity, lust, and magic art leads him
to be turned into a donkey, an animal carrying negative connotation of the
image. After having become an ass, he is maltreated not only by people from
various walks of life but also by other animals because of incapable of
sustaining a human shape and self-expressing ability and crossing species
boundaries. The change in shape drastically alters his identity, his relationship
with other people, and his fortune but offers him a good chance, as a “third
person,” to observe stupidity, violence, and evil in human society.
Owing to goddess Isis’ grace of salvation by restoring his human shape
and enlightening him as to the fickleness of fortune, Lucius gradually develops
his identity through three different initiations. The story of Lucius’s shape
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shifting and identity changing indicates that man needs a human shape to
maintain his/her identity—identity as individuality, identity as group affiliation,
and identity as spatiotemporal continuity— and to carry life story.
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